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The nature curiosity of thejOhild!is the mainstay upon which the

progressive s ool-movement ii'foundc' Children, wantto know, childrens

.want to uncle stand, 6hildren[seek
to learn; it is said that the dhilci who

is not dis ouragea'from leaning prefers thesi-0 of'knowIedge to the

many of a. dinneri in fact the child's greatest hungsris to

under= tand and master.filS world. /./.

the British Pr4gressiVe Soloole! which openeji towards the end of the..
9''P4neteenth centuryntended to feed the child/;natural hunger. In a sensey,,

:. .AC
the schools forme4ka logical extension into the twentieth century-of the//;

....,ie
Humanist philosop4y which ;had bden'growing and expanding ac ss purope

a

ever since theSoteatant
Reformation and the Renaisshnce. he statements.-Pa, ,r s-,, - r r 1V e- /of Luther calledfor the individualization Of education, universal

education - pbeit htill goal '

.
was that mor e people and people of 411

v-\\--"ervAcZCk

-classes lr
shohld be able to readthe scriptures.

Even earlier the i.talian humanist nenea bilvid 0405' - 14641,who

became rope. Pius II, came tO see education as a means ofwelf-development

and mastery over the tasksiof earthly life. Education came to mean

becoming the kind of gentlemanwho can take his destiny in his own

hands. (Previously only religious eucation and preparatiodfor the life

beyond existed.))

° .

In the Jewish tradition Talmudic scholars of thet time were

saying "Let the,torah.be a tree of knowledge to him who, walks in its

way." This might be interpreted as-allowing each ind*idual to findMO

his own wisdoM and conviction as he sees At;
'

he slow 'revolution in 'humankind's thinking about thinking and
clv-ou 1\c\ .Us-g.. ..).-'0Y-Ae'llZA.0."0 Q42 ck'NA '3v-u":7 crY?learni4g continued. The advent of the scientific reasoning observa-

k

tion acid experimentation such as that: which found talileo locked in

Iptisonl'brought with it doubt %f the religious dbminated revelations

1
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of knowledge. Through dint of hard work, the authority of tradition was

broken throu6 and 'hIlmArkind moved rurther tqwards individualism-and.

self-determination.

bacon (1561 - 1626) in aovum Organum,(a. aeries of aphorisms A the
.

interpretation of nature and the empire of man,)ataied in criticism of

the system of the-time that "logic rather
.,

assists" in confirming and

rendering inveterate the errors founded on vulgar notions, than in

searchl _after truth; aZd is therefore more hurtful thaa trutlIful."

\re , ze-(1 z,

.4.,,Thinking and reasoning became an essential part of the young
0

"_iehtlemin's training. -nthusiasm for self- development and individual

,discovery of new facts or relationships between considered causes and

effebts took on greater value.

.0
rhilosophies, though - all philosophies ultimately suffer through

their own assertions and assumptions. The written word is somehow

Os--

always inadequate to the job of expressing thoughts and feelings as

'they, were first thought and" felt. lhoughta that a considered

reflection on current conditions are often taken over.by fanatics and

made into dogma where they are not meant to be.

John Dewey in the united States, Froebel and Pestalozgd in EuroPe,/

/rand later Neill and others crystalized for modern times the i divick16

I

s

and growing self-aotualization growing in systemiof educatil]. practibe

foyoung children:,

aomthasithoughts that had always been with some beoame the property

of a larger community. The progressive school movement flowered across'

4
both the muropean and American continents, was interpreted, reinterpreted

and misinterpreted over the years.



KAS
ElspethIlaymond-Cox (10)

The King Alfred School Society was founded in 1897, a year before the school was opened. 'Its purpose,,,was to open a school based upon principles now widely recognised-but at that time rarely employed except ineyksterae cases for young children, The most important of thek ideas were, and still are, co-education, beliefin the eolticational value of personal/liberty, and no conipulsory religious education.In 1S97 it was notoconsidered important for girls to be educated, and of those that were, very few wont toschools with boys. Even now there is still a great number of segregated schools, although co-ed schools haveso many advantages. The main one is that one grows up accepting naturally relationships between boys andgirls. With co-education non-academic subjects like woodwork, needlework, craft and games can be taught toboth sexes instead of the traditional system of girls learning 'cooking and needlework and boys learning wood-work.

ItKAS believes that a well-rounded education and self-,discipline are not achieved by relying on punishment andrewards such as marks and prizes, but on interesting the pupils in the work and the running of the school. Agreat emphasis has always been placed on self-disciptline. Trusting the pupils from a very early age andhelping them to make their own decisions, means that by the time they reach the age of twelve or thirteen theyare ready for more difficult and importaht.work and thay they are usually more responsible tha'n children at'other schools who have been driven hard slAce the age of {Lye or six.
The main principles have remained the stem of the school's ideas; but even.so KA as changed a great dealover the past seventy-five years. When the school first started, work was done only in the mornings. In the'afternoons there used to be games, bookbinding, basketry and various other activities. (I did printing, estatework, weaving, country dancing,* lettering, gardening and keeping the cricket score! Ed) When examsbecame more important, choices as..we know thorn now were relegated to a couple of lessons a week.For a long time KAS was the only school that had a council. Now many schools have one but ours is failing:it is rare no to find more than thirty people present, except when the most controversial issues are dis-cussed. ThiS is because many people think that council is restricted by its rigid constitution, but perhapsthere is still hop'e for its future if its basis is changed to suit the present KAS.

At one time the fee was £38: 13 shillings and 1 pence per term for the sixth form; now it is nearly triple thatfor the nursery. As the result of financial pressures the school had to expand, and this is a pity, for when theschool was small it was easier to know more people well from different parts of the school; now people areLess aware of the whole community. I would like very much to see more people from different races ,and back-' grbunds coming to KAS. It would he a very good thing if KAS were constantly to question its policies: shouldse much value be placed on exams? Should the school try to cut down its size? Should more camps and tripsbe held?

Although it has changed a lot I still think it is one of the nicest schools f know of. It is one of the only schoolsI4now'where you call the teachers by their first names; I think this is important because it makes a friendlyandlafortnal atmosphere. I feel tat KAS is an especially good school for those people who go right throughto the sixth (min, because it ,relies on a teaching plan which helps one-to accept responsibility and become'aworthwhile member of a community'.

Marion Aronsohn (15)



The King'Alfred School is one-of the survivors of the 1890's

'wave of progressive schooling. It is an urban school, situated in

North London. xhecechool.is, as it wal then, privately supported by

fees and
.

contributions. she faculty is hired at. the discretion of
.,h

the meat., who takes into account an applicant's-personality, experience,

value?, philosophy and suitability to the community. academic training

.in subject; matter is desirable, but not necessary. normal teacher-

training is not a requirement. at the school s start, parents did most

of the teaching and full tithe teachers were independently wealthy people,

or at least were not salaried by the school.

4Lildren at the school are drawn from the local area. most of

the children come from financially well-off families, as the school

fees (while among the lowect,in the,city) are well beyond the reach of

the average London family. Several children at the school are state-

\funded and there is a small amount of money,available for partial

bee-subsidies.

most children at ring Alfred's enter at age four or at age

eleven. chose who enter at four come because ot the philosophical

leaning of their parents, family tradition, false pretentions to

appropriate philosophical leanings, the name and prestige of the school.

Those whose parents dinoover that K.A.b. is not what they want to have

happen to their qhild are soon withdrawn. chose whose parents are

pleased with the atmosphere and activities of the lower end of the

school begin to become ming alfredians.

They dance and cook and climb and run and laugh and cry and ooh

fl

begin to read and illustrate their on stories. They take trips to

the zoo and the top museum and In chick pond in the park and sometimes

come across the field to see what the older children are doind6

,oe
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After several years of this type of exploration children move to

the slightly more formal lower and then upper family groups. .Ln,the

lower family groups seven to nine,year'olds work individually and. in

groups furthering their reading, writing and mathematical development.

she upper family groups consist of 9 - 11 year olds. Tt is, hoped that

within the groups each child id,seen as outstanding for some particular

skill'or aspect of his or her personality and thus is in some regard

a group leader. ,ach memben of the group should be having satsfyind

and productive experiences of both learning and teaching each day.

Along with continuing growth in.self-confidence each child should- be

asking for and be able to accept information and ideas that might help

them to direct their thoughts and expreEis their ideas more effectively

within the community.

At age eleven, children who have,"come up"-through the .uower

ochool "cross thefield. to the middle and upper Schools. Here they

meet the new children who have been admitted at age eleven. Children

who enter 1-.A.S. at age eleven, differ somewhat as a population from

those. rho came at age four or durpg their lower school years. At

least half of the new eleven year olds come because they wave failed

in (iLdr

academically

failures too;

or as a hope.

typy f dh ,A; they see themselves/as failures either

or socially or both: uften their parents see them as

these children come to r.A.b. as a lastrekirt school,

Their parents have despaired of their child's ability

to learn successfully within the regular school' some

children who ca at eleven have rebelled, forcefully or quietly, against

the education they hdd been receiving. hey have
-

parents to bring them to n.A.a9 as thQ.14local school where they .can

happily treated as a valid person.

their
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utners come clearly because they and/or their parents believe in

the philosophy they see set before themiknd are now able to pay for the

type of education of which they wish to partake.,
°

In the middle bchool, each rorm of 40 children is divided into

two parallel and un-streamed groups of 20 children; generally-10 boys

and 10 girls. raCh group is timetabled.thrOugh the traditional-schok

subjects for nritish children of their age -,znglish, krench,

bocial geography, Art,rhysical'zducation and t'he bciences.

Their school day,is divided 'Into eight 35 to 40,;minute -classes there

is a 35 minute, break miabving and an hour break for lunch. 6o tiae

architecture of their daily living at school is, in fact, ve y highly
3

structured. within each. subject, some choice ia availa the

subject teacher'at ie free to teach both the Neat matter and

the _stile or method of his or he,r choice. child is free to learn .

or not to learn that subject matter and to accommodate or not to.the

style presented.

in the upper bchool kagee 14 - 18), the learner elects to take

courses front the range given with an aim towards passing examinations

in the subjects studied. uourses can be taken for please as exam-...,

ination remains voluntary.

bocial aspects of the school wt.ich help to give it its own
r

special atmosphere begin with the calling of teachers by their first
a

names and probably end with direct and vehement confrontations of
e ,rfe. e ^ A A (17NeA

personality, beliefs and authority or power. .krowerf=an6 rational rA-';. roarrA

baeis, whereas genuine, authority is natural and comprehensible.]
1

the school uounoil or uhildren's uounoil served as a forum for oom

munication amongdt staff and students about all aspects of the school.

necent council motions have 'included 01) that attendance at all lessons
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become voluntary, 0) that children over the age of sixteen be permitted

to smoke cigarettes, as staff over the age of sixteen are A privileged,

0) that all money raising at school be in aid of specified charities,

kil) that vouncil be abolished because.of lack of interest in vouncil:

A study of the.idevelopment of,moral judgement among the children

at wing Alfred V; showing this - aspect of learning to be different from

that foul among.

for the study.

the behaiour 'of

from the soon to

specifics of hOw

the tainbtream of children in the age ranges selected

Shp riagetian profile of moral development does not fit

the ling Alfredian child. As this information comes

be completed doctoral thesis of mr. vlenn Liebman,

the'h.A.8. children differ from the other schoolchildren

in thestudy and a statement of comparison of the varying groups' attitudes,

and actions as adults is as yet una vailable.

ti lioesh.A.b. work?

what was progressive and avant-g,rde in 1897 is not necessa4ily so

in 1975. sun the other hand what wad healthy, happy and fruitful in 1897

is not necessarily bad in 1975. the ideas on which' h.A.b, was founded

that, first of all, personal liberty be respected and accepte as a value

in education, that boys and girls be educated together and that there be

no compplsory -religious education still seem to me to be valid a5Araluable

precepts of a twentieth century educational setting.

vne of the ways in which h.A.a. has fallen down, in my opinion, is

inoccepting its values as rigid and complete. iphange and accommodation

to the outside and ongoing world appear'slowly and painfully. h.A.b.
"SO re. (N. c '

has become 1a orbstioac symbol, a time piece of the progressive movement..

the school population has:. nearly doubled in size during the past

foqr, or five years. vlass and group sizes have increased. Aquipment

4
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hat remained septic - old, often not workplrk* not enough of anything;

national examinations have been brought in for the older children as

a measure of themselves against thpirpeers at other. schools and as

a means Of gaining entrance to institutes of further education and

university, iher,e is lessiand .less ,time for non-academic subjects

. such as woodwork, dance, pottery and gardening and n on-examinatton

linked prograMmes such.as_calligraphy, magazine publications hospital

. volunteer work and camping. 9

0,11Wrgreat sin of k.m..o., and L am speaking of the school

'wnere .1.)Wrii and live live days a week through my own choice, is the

misusa of scheduling and timetabling. ny dividing the day into bits, .

the unity of growth. and knowledge 'is largely destroyed. ,.Ichoo becomes'

*subjects to do well at or ,to sleep through and education d learning

become something you do with your'iriends ihg a break or (.)-Ve

weekend. cuoting vohn liewey again uhildren acquire great dexteAty

in exhibiting in cony ntional and expeCted ways the form of attention

to school work while reserving th4 inner play of their own thoughts,

,

images and emotions for subjects that are e more important to them; L.

quite irrelevant.

.

Leachers are ccmpell 6 to work directly with the children from

9 to 4 eachrday, seldom if ever having a block of proparation time.

The 35 minute limit to a presentation, thoug ht, discussion or meander

is, obviousiyy a great handicap to the teacher and developing U'solid

learning relationship. o.n all fairness, mus/ say, that more

- -classes this year have been timetablerd for double or even trip/ periods

than were the year previous to-this one).

k,ouncilisratherineilectual.asitisnottimetabled,into the
2

week, children must agree to go to council during what ,would otherwise

1

10
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be an outside break. many interested'members of the community find it.
Da

st too difficult to give up an hall -hour of

meting. if the school communi.ty.as,a. whole

football for a'counbil

sees council now as not as/

it pbrtant as the academic- examination subjects, how do the. younger members
,

the community come to.see council as a valuable experience of which to

taker

A most positive feat.re of xs..A.s..is the right and opportunity

presented to question - to question staff; self, subject matter and

. questioning. Leaving n.A.. each year ia,a small and sturdy band of

questioners, seekers, young adults who canand generally do ,succeed in

coping with tddays society being happy and making positive, and individual

Contributions to the 'larger community of humankind.

Another very posittVe feature of A.A.b. is the recognition thlt,

just as everyone cannot fit into the same size 40c, not every child can

learn in the same way. nerehas always, it appears; been a quiet..

0

recognition of learning abilities and disabilities at K.A.b. rarticularly,

the Lower ochobl, but also in the middle and upper ochool, children who

appealed tb beunaple to learn,academically.were accepted as valid-indiv-
. ,

iduals and given.recognition and praise Anthe areas of their successes,

be that games,,drama, carpentry, music or whatever. These children

were given time to develop efficacy in the usual academic precursors of

reading, writing and organized thought; somehow they never did: The

child with, genuine Learning Lisabilities succeeds as pool.ly in this more

relaxed environment as does his c,unterpait in the tradltioinal, school.

\he does not come to-use learning skills of his own accordthrough desire

.and opportunity'; he cannot satisfy his own, thirst for self - sufficiencyJ

at school.

now that .i have given you perhaps a more detailed sketch thari you

might have wished of some thoughts leading upto tne progressive education

movement and an outline of the particular ana res.,. school within the
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traaitional progressive framework. in whin. teach, will attempt to

(f,

describerthe Learning Disable) uhild in this setting, his or ner

A

1

similarities to and difierences from other Learning visabled eh' dren -

andqiie or herheeds and progress within the s

Learning*Disabled ehildren at x:A.o. aretnappiertgian thei

counterparts whom l have Seen ul Ixitain and inNtne united estates.

1Hey nave Opportunities to succeed aha tney ao succeed as people re

regularly Wien do tne children in more classical scnoois. there
'11

is afower value placed on academic\'FaCcess by tne pc.hool as, .rii whole;:

.

a a .
.

-,
the child is not compelled to see himself as Z totaiofailure as a

...
i

pelr
w

consequence of some academic failure. There is more respect .
.1 .

the whole person,in this environment, maintained even in tne growing

4
' 1

9

specialization Of stuaies presented in the middlelind upper ochools.

Acknowledgement is given for all contributions to ,the group effort.

/
_

or projectk those who read, read, those who draw, Law. ethers -

1, 1 . ..
, e ._ . . ,

.. .

.

build models, interview outsiders or voice their Opinions. verbal

1
.

,
-

intelligence and express,bn are highly valued, The children do not

-r

feel a pressure to produce heaps, of written work for the sake of work.

1.

They know -and respect that tne teacher is interested in their -own.

personal growth and their growth in relation to the body of knowledge

at hand. of coUrse there are 'children who interpret a lack chi
0

I r

external gretsure as an invitation ;to do no -cork of a thinking;/

o

learning nature at all.; general thepo are children who have come
i .1

).

to K.A.:.. from rather.more pressurized pnvironkent4.
\

. \
The percentage dt'iiearning .cis/led alilaren at A.A.S. is slightly-

higher than would be in the neighb ood or loA1 school in
P` $

Britain. this is 'o several reasons. rirpt of ally .the aver e
.

intelligence level ka mearured by nine't, r1.1,.L. and other standard

ii
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tests) is slightly.higher,than that fopd in the neighbourhood school; go, -

, .

the populationis skewed away from the slaw learnt and the child of limited

intelAectual 1:40u1ties. Then there,are veryfew culturally deprived or

sociallisadvantaged children at K.A.zj.; this lowers the percentage of

children 144C might suffer educationally asa resul% of lack of or poor

early exposure to^language and learni tasks.. Also newcomers to n.A.o,
.fr

%at age eleven often come because of4Ome difficulty that has not been/
dealt With in the:traditional school; these difficulties are either of

a learning or emotional nature, or some combination of the two. oo the

population is skewed to middle class children of average. or above

average intelligence who fall into one of three groups:-

1. learns appropriately for age, and intelligence And is
happy most of the time, contributes to the community,

2. 'does not learn appropriately for age and intelligence

and/or is unhappy, ,wit self becalise of emotional

difficulties,

5. does. not learn apprppriately for age and intelligence

bedause Of.learning

There area number Af older children at K,A.S. Who. suffer a comPlication

of learming.ari4 emotional-difficulties as a consequence of internalizatiOn
of feelings of failUre, frustration with on ability to teach self, guilt

,

.
from failure to succeed academically and begin to contrOrl own destiny.

rt

Now we are at the' point of discussing Learning Disabilities as I

see them* leing learning Disabled is not being a -bad reader or a tad

speller or a "my mother says I'm dyslexic." Reading, Spelling and other,

tasks can be used as indicators or symptoms of some underlying:Learning

Disability, but they are never-in fact the
LearningTisabilitrqtself.

Learning Disabilities are concerned with how a person goes about his

.learning, not ahout specific learning tasks which he or she has already

. succeeded or fail d at performing.

6

: s'
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How do we learn? We.can learn through:-

1. What we take in through bur senses, through what we see, what

we hear, what we touzil, what we knell andwhat we taste.

We gather information from our world through these senses.

.
2. W:e learn through integration.. We co-ordinate what. our

different senses tell us about our outsideworld.,
$'

0
We learn through memory. We relate new experiences and

sensations to old ones. Thoughts and actions are reinforced,

either positively or negatively.
- .

We learn by organization. We take the integration of new

and remembered sensations and - organize them into new thoughts

and actions.
1

We learn through. action. By doing,, we further imprint new
o

inforMation through our-Venses,into Our memories. Thus we

become ready to accept and ,accommodate furthei. new information,
1

6. Emotions - accepting what we learn.

I. lie 1\v:A ,

11 tv-'1AT'SL

Learning disabled children may have their learning impeded at the'

sensory level through difficulties in discrimination (input),

attention span, sequencing of images, etc., in the integration of new

sensory information into the fund of sensory memories, in relating

information from one sense to another, in-the'expression of thoughts

images, sensory impressions and, ideas or any combination of difficulties in

the Input - Integration- Output model. ThiS chila does not learn skill and

build new learning from old efficiently and effectively. He is not able

to propel or control his own learning.

In the traditional school the Learning Disabled child fails at

work; he-generally identifies himself as a failure. AtK.A.S.,

ft

a-
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this child finds success in many facets

functions successfully and is a 'Vibrant

coMmunit36''he identifies himself as.a

of his' daily community.

and vital member of the

success.

Let us consider Ow two children with se'rere Learning Disabilities.

. Jane is an attractive twelve...year:old girl. She is the middle child _

in her family; she has a 14 year old sister and an 11 year old brothgrt

Her parents are hard-working, well-educated and intelligent people.

Her father is a new paper journalist, her mother a science teacher at

a local state school. Jane has been at K.A.S. since the age of 7'

She is an active and spirited member of her form, a great help to

younger children, a fine actress, a responsible storekeeper. In fact,

Jarle is.quite a mature twelve year old most of the time. She is the z_

youngest member of het form, where the mean age is just over thirteen.

Jane was unable to read words of greater than three letters and,

could not write any but the most rudimentary, words with'suCcess when

she began the Learning Disabilities programme last year. In previous ,

years she had managed always-to-manoeuvre herself

tasks and tasks requiring organized behaviour and

recognition of relationships. Consequently she

A * " 4to write or,lo perform mathematical-calculations in the lower school.

Instead she'cheerily learned many tasks and modes of expression

that most of us either gairi'at a later age or not at all. She was.,

expressive and creative in her storytelling and acting and generally

away frOm language
S

memorization_ or quick

did not learn to read,

bothopen and sensitive to others.

Unfortunately, her failure at academics'wes taken as her. difficulty

and not see as a symptom of her diffictilty. go Jane 'get extra reading

lessons with'a-small group of children who also were failing to master

reading in'the larger group. And she learned a little bit of ;eading.
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Jane's difficulties involve memory, spatialand temporal

relationships; sequencing, automatic transfer arid- reproduction (output

;through different senses). she was not reading because she was

a

unsure of the symbols used' for reading, she was unclear about

relationships of sounds to slymbols,'shehadrdifficulty discriminating

some of .the sounds necessary to spoken and written English:

f

Because she had difficulty relating information in space, - d)

in time and remembering information that can be fed into aprelationship,

she was

fed to her.

ble to integrate and Wild on new information as it wab

As Jane turned eleven and' then twelve, she saw her friends using

their learning tools and skills to acquire and reach for new leVels of

expression and,creativity. In Drama )hey moved towards playwriting

and production; there were parts to be learned. Poetry and stories

were based on or compared to°ones the children had read. All subjects

were more and.more dependent on previouslyexplored,learning.. Jane

was not-coping. She got further involved in keeping the tuck shop,

helping with charity collections, arranging props and costum¢s' for plays.

She began to feel unhappy though aa she felt the gap widen between her

lack of academic competence and the competence of those around her.

She began.to avoid learning nsw things altogether and finally said:

"Schoolwork is just plain boring."

In'Jane's supportive programme this year anVlast, she has

..received both' individual and small group assistance in organizing her

learning behaviolp'and in learning in the specific" areas where her
1.

handicaps have held.her.back. Her programme has bed planned so as

to constantly reinforcefthe input and .integration of new information'.
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Her memory is being built up through a series of. increasingly difficult

-and More'taxing games and assignments. Her creativity is being used

in her making tapes of her thoughts and conclusions. She recently made
1

a well-presented and organized tape. on "Animals in'India, and their

*Relationship to Indian Life" to fulfil'a geographyAasaignment.

Jane is happier again.' She is getting a firm grasp on her dis-

abilities and is coming to understand them. In time she will be

mistress of them. Heegrowing competence is saAing her weakened

'confidence in her ebilityto learn.

Andrew-is an appealing, if somewhat boistrous, fOurteen year

old boy in the Same, form as Jane. He is the second of two sons .of

a surgeon and a neurologist. He is the 44dest member of the class.

Andrew is a highly intelligent boy who has passionate'interests

in all types df animal life and particularly in animal breeding and

farming. He works afternoons after school at a local dairy; on

sundays he assists at p, nearby piggery. Also he delivers a laree

paper route before school froth 5.30 to 8.00 each morning.

Andrew was new to K.A.S. at the top of the Junior School. His

parents enrolled him after his failure at several acadptic prep. schools

and his outgrowing of a very small group tutorial situation. It was

his parents hope that he would'be able to mature socially and develo.p

as far as possible academically at K.A.S.

Andrew grew quickly to'Make a loU'd and unhappy nuisance of hikself

at school. He was loved and abliorred.bY almost everyone, including,

himself.' No one,^least of all himself, ha0 any control over hip

daily life at school.

Andrew announced that he hated school. He shouted vehemently

that K.A.S. was a bad'school, where no-one could learn-eanything and
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where tne teachers taught nothing.

Andrew's needs, as he saw them, were to pass three "0" level

examinations in order to be accepted at agricultural college. K.A.S.

was not,'in his opinion, helping him to meet these needs.

Teachers saw Andrew as a boistrous, but not troublesome person.

He was scatterbrained in his approach to any Kind of work; few peoPleo

could understand how Andre4' was any help to anyone on his far jobs

outside of school.

c)cv. Andrewls. handicaps in, successful learning is a functi* of
?,. ,
.,'

his hyperactivity. This boy is.a,powerhouse of action fromlive etch

morning till ten or eleven or even later each evening. Hiar'body

mind are in constant motion. He is a bit like someone caUght on the

edge of a wave, hurtling along at fantastic Speed and moving for and

and around and back with incredible force; yet he has no contr 1;
5

- he is dt the mercy of the wave. Now - the successful learner and

the successful surfer can see an energy before them, can assess it,

and then harness it for'their own,purposes. Andrew cannot get hold

of his own energy -at school. k.

In the farm situation he is successful

where the tasks to be performed are purposeful,routine and presented

by the farmer in charge of the situation. Atof.A.b. great stock is

placed in the development ofIself-discipline and self-regulation,. but

there is little nelp or insight available- for those who cannot develop -''
,

4 .

this attribute from the obbervation or others in the community.:

tiP

Andrew is another person who needs to be taughowhat he,cannot
.

. 0 .

learn on his own.. He cries out for help in building structures that

will allowtim'the freedom to progress .in his learning. The programme

\set up for"- Andrew is one which-gives him constant feedback about changes

In his approach to work, ordering-of his thoughts, effects of his actions
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on himself and otners, progress in his mastery of agreed upon units of

information or instruction. My assistant, Jane Waterfield, who

works., with AndreW daily, accepts his current need for structures

to support and secure him; she builds each lossonho'that some new

information about a subject, about learning, or about himself is, .

realized'by the end of the lesson. She makes certain that, as much

as possible, Anarew goes out of a lesson with a sense of success and

mastery at his jobs during his lesson. Also she gives.clear negative.

feedback When'it is warranted; Andrew finds this comforting, too.,.

He appreciates and verbalizes his appreciation for this feedback which.k.

gives Aim a sense of security and fulfils his need for external assess-

ment of his ability, work and progress. To people who can philosophically

.state: "Only what'you think about yourself is relevant," Andrew will

emphatically state: "But it does matter to me what you think of what

I do." He needs to use others as his measuring tools in building a

deeper perception of himself. Andrew is a bit like a model kit,

packed out with magnificent and shiny new bits and pieces; for all'

the precision in their making, the bits cannot put.themselves together.

The Learning Disabilities Programme at K.A.S. is a new one. It

began just over a year ago. Children in the programme are timetabled

for individual or small group sessions against FreAch in the first

instance. - as Most Learning Disabled children only compound their

failures by taking on a foreign language before they have mastered and

controlled their own. . Children whose Learning Disability might not

impede their.learning of French take French and are timetabled for

help with their listening, organizational or other skills in a manner

designed to keep them up to date in all.of their subjects. They are
kr'

scheduled out of"cluiet room, or subjects that they have no interest

infor need for; this will vary from child to child.
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Communication betweeil the Learning Disability titter°, subject'

teachers and parents in frequent and generally open. 'Most subject

teachers are happy tollave their chosen textbooks analyzed in terms

of readability and pi'w:entation. This can lead to textbook changes

for an entire class or to seleCtion of Subject bodite at an aurcpriate

reading age\i'oi7a, particular child. Subject teachers are mostly willing

to receive and listen to tapes in place of written work, where writing

skillAn limiting a child's expression. of his or hei concerns and .

conolurdons. Most teachers'are willing to have their informational

tapedtaped for later study. Accommodation to individual needs is

great wheri the needs are. nderstood.

The Physical Educ4tion Department recognizes the physical

difficUlties of some Learning Disabled children. They areworking

twice weekly with a group of theile children on skills of balance;

co- ordination, directionality and other motor skilla'whiCh reinforce

the child's self image through development of a clearer body image.
6.

Parente are invited into school for individual conference with

a tutor, for group conferences with a number of staff Who work with

their child, for family conference° where the child is a-member of the

meeting and for a seminar entitled °imply "Learning Disabled Children."

The seminar meets one morning each month; there is a speaker concerned

with some'aspect of learning or personality growth,.there is a question

4.43E3010n which is geared toserve both as an informational type. and

as an open-foram foediscupsion of parents' hopes and fears for their

Ahildren, and there is coffee.

In conclusion let-me say something which has been said a thousand

times before. There in no right. system of education . for everyone.

The progressive system serves best those able, creative, secure,

organized individuals we all dream of being. It is good for children
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' a
and teacher alike because sohool.is for most of us and for, moat of'

the time a haw experience.

But happiness, the great cry of the progressivists,' is not enough.

Happiness i, a.state of mind which comes about. through. growing, changing,
1.0%

and prOgresaing
ft
confidenc4 and

A
cI%ompeteo e'ce". For thoswho cannot.

provide and build their own structures, we must be ready, willing and

or
able to show them how to fit. the bits of the model togetheri;and how'

to2harnaos the wave.

t
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